
FOR SECURITY YOU CAN DEPEND ON SINCE 1979 

Ensure your recorders are working properly and make undetected system failures a 
thing of the past. Open Eye Web Service's real-time health monitoring funct ions keep 
you abreast of c ritical issues and potential problems with your video system including 

pending hard drive failure, changes in recording retention, network outages, and camera 
failure or tampering. Keep up to date on the status of your entire surveillance 

infrastructure w ith instant alerts and scheduled reports delivered on a week ly or 
monthly basis. 

OWS Pulse 

OWS Pulse is the rea l-time heartbeat your recorder maintains 

with OWS. It keeps OWS informed that your recorder is 
working p roperly with diagnostic information such as hard 
drive health, recording retention, network connectivity, and 
camera performance. OWS Pulse allows us to provide you with 
real-time alerts if proactive action is required to prevent costly 

system downtime. 

24/7 Protection 
Companies rarely have the manpower to monitor the health and 
performance of their surveillance in real time. OWS solves this 

problem by alerting users 24/7 whenever a critical issue or 
potential problem is detected. OWS will save you time and money 

while helping you make the transition from reactive to proactive 
system maintenance. Rest easy at night knowing that your system 
is working properly when needed to capture a critical video event. 

Day/Night lmaae Reports 
Verify critical cameras 
are functioning properly 
Environmental changes can impact the quality and performance 
of your video system over time. Factors such as changes in 
lighting conditions, reorganization of retail displays, and dust 
accumulation on exterior cameras can result in the failure to 
capture critical video events with clarity. OWS day/night image 
reports make it easy to identify problems with video quality, so 
proactive action may be taken. 

4 Types of Health Alerts 
>Recorder Not Checking in 
> Abnormal Restart 
> Camera Connection Lost 
> Hard Drive Error 


